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Slide 1: - Title (Chris)The Amistad Research Center is an independent nonprofit archives and library located in New Orleans, Louisiana. ARC is provided space on the campus of Tulane University, but is in the interesting position of being an entirely separate organization, what Tulane calls an “affiliate” institution. This means that although ARC receives facilities and technology support from the university, our governance and budget are not tied to Tulane. That technology support is something we will touch upon today as it became a key issue with our DHC project. Founded in 1966 in Nashville, TN, ARC began with two charges: house and preserve the records of the American Missionary Association, an abolitionist missionary group that arose from the 1841 U.S. Supreme Court case United States v. Amistad, a case that dealt with the fate of 53 individuals abducted in West Africa and transported to Cuba as part of the international trade in illegally enslaved individuals. At the same time, ARC, founded in the midst of the Civil Rights Movement, sought to be the first archive to document the movement as it occurred. Over time, the Center’s mission grew and expanded so that today that mission is to collect, preserve and provide access to documents chronicling the history of marginalized communities, civil rights and social justice movements. While the majority of ARC’s collections reflect the history and experiences of African Americans, visitors today will find materials documenting LGBT+ rights, indigenous communities, records reflecting various immigrant communities around the nation, as well as materials documenting relations between the US and the African continent. Collections include the personal papers of individuals and families from all walks of life, the records of activist organizations, schools, churches, sororities and fraternities, masonic lodges, and others. These are complemented by a research library, an outstanding fine art collection, and, the focus of today’s talk, over 12,000 moving image and sound recordings. I would be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge the outstanding work of my colleague, Brenda Flora, and her role as Curator of our audiovisual collections. Over the past 10+ years, Brenda has built a phenomenal program to preserve and digitize those collections. And her work led to the project we’ll discuss today, which was long a priority for the Center.



Intro

● Funded by a Council on Library and Information 
Resources (CLIR) Digitizing Hidden Special 
Collections & Archives grant

● January 2019 - December 2021
● Digitized close to 90 hours of raw documentary 

footage
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Slide 2: - Intro (Brenda)Our project is funded by a Digitizing Hidden Special Collections & Archives grant from the CLIR. Work began in January of 2019 and completed in December 2021. The project digitized 87 hours of raw documentary footage and made it freely available online through the Louisiana Digital Library.



Ed Pincus Film Collection

16mm B&W

Shot in Natchez, Mississippi in 1965 and 1967

1965 Footage

● Used to create the completed documentaries Black 
Natchez (1967) and Panola (1970)

● Follows the Freedom Democratic Party (FDP) and 
NAACP

● Formation of the Deacons for Defense and Justice
● Bombing of George Metcalfe 

1967 Footage

● Follow-up film to Black Natchez was never completed
● Murder of Wharlest Jackson
● Check-in with subjects from the 1965 film
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Slide 3: - Ed Pincus Film Collection (Brenda)The Ed Pincus Film Collection at Amistad is a collection of 16mm black and white film shot in Natchez, Mississippi in 1965 and 1967.Filmmaker Ed Pincus and his partner, David Neuman, made two trips to Natchez. The 1965 footage represents the bulk of the collection. It was shot between June and September of 1965, and is the material that was used to create the documentaries Black Natchez and Panola. Black Natchez followed members of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (FDP) and NAACP, charting their attempts to organize and register Black voters. They captured the tension between the two groups, as well as the formation of the self-defense group the Deacons for Defense and Justice. During this period, the car of the Natchez NAACP president George Metcalfe was bombed on August 27, 1965. Metcalfe was severely injured. He had recently been promoted in his job at the Armstrong Rubber and Tire Company, which made him a target for white supremacist violence. The bombing brought greater national attention to problems in Natchez, and in many ways marked a turning point in local civil rights organizing there. Black Natchez followed this action broadly, while Panola focused on a single individual living in Natchez during this time. He discusses his living and working conditions, and tries to make sense of both violent and nonviolent efforts to break down segregation.In 1967, Pincus and Neuman returned to Natchez and shot 10 additional hours of footage for a planned sequel to Black Natchez, which was never produced. They arrived following the murder of local NAACP treasurer Wharlest Jackson, also bombed at the Armstrong Rubber and Tire Company in very similar circumstances to the Metcalfe attack. Pincus and Neuman tracked the organizing following the incident and checked in with the subjects of the original documentary.



Project Overview

● Digitization for Preservation and Access 
(Colorlab)

● Description
● Exhibition on Louisiana Digital Library (LDL)
● Updated Finding Aid
● Screening Event (Natchez Museum of African 

American History and Culture)
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Slide 4: - Project Overview (Brenda)The main goal of the project was digitization of the collection for preservation and primarily for access. Prior to the project, the films were viewable by appointment only on a flatbed machine at our offsite storage location. Digitization was a huge process, which Colorlab completed for us. The next step was the creation of content descriptions. I’ll go into more detail about this process on the next slide. The final outcomes are a web portal for the collection on the Louisiana Digital Library, and an updated finding aid in ArchivesSpace, both of which launched at the end of 2021. We also partnered with the Natchez Museum of African American History and Culture on a screening event in December of last year.



Description Process

Step 1: Review Black Natchez and Panola.

Step 2: Record chronological summary of events 
in document.

Step 3: Indicate important times, dates, locations, 
names, and themes in spreadsheet using LOC 
Authority Headings.

Step 3.5: Search internet for extra information, 
especially regarding important people. 

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2-3.5 for roughly 298 
videos.
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Slide 5: - Description Work (Brenda)Our excellent archival assistant Khalif Aziz Birden completed the bulk of the description work. He started by watching the original completed films and making notes about the events and people. Then he viewed the raw footage and recorded descriptive metadata for each clip.During the metadata description process, specific focus was given to identifying particular people, places, organizations, and other themes which researchers might seek out. Subjects, locations, and individuals were recorded using Library of Congress authority headings. Some detective work was required to identify a number of the individuals depicted. This information was compiled in a spreadsheet to organize all relevant information and facilitate later entry into the digital portal. 



Cross-departmental 
Work

● Digital Preservation concerns
● Participation in the Louisiana 

Digital Library 
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Slide 6: - Cross-departmental Work (Digital preservation and LDL) (Chris)One of the hallmarks of Amistad is the amount of cross-departmental work done by our staff. I often say there are no silos at Amistad. And while this project was primarily led by Brenda, it was a project too large for just one person. Many hands helped see this project through to a successful completion. As our original proposal to CLIR stated, we had originally intended to work with staff of Tulane University’s library system to add the collection into the Louisiana Digital Library through the portal of the Tulane University Digital Library, which had been how ARC’s digital collections reached the LDL since the early 2000s. This wasn’t an ideal collaboration for a number of reasons, but lacking our own infrastructure to contribute to LDL, it was the method we used. At the same time that ARC approached CLIR about digitizing the Pincus Collection , we also sought and received funding from the Institute of Museum and LIbrary Services to fund a new position of Digital Archivist to help ARC streamline its digitization program and to begin building its own digital preservation infrastructure. A goal of that project was also to establish an independent presence in the Louisiana Digital Library for Amitad. These moves, in hindsight, could not have developed at a better time due to changes in the IT support offered by Tulane University during the pandemic.  Brenda will touch upon that in a moment. But our Digital Archivist Jennifer Long and our Digital Projects Assistant Mindy Jarrett, both of whom had experience uploading content to the LDL were instrumental in uploading our content and metadata so that Amistad’s first independent contribution to the LDL was the Ed Pincus Collection.



Challenges

What we learned:

● Updates to Digital Infrastructure
● Lab work and shipping learning 

curve 
● Pandemic
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Slide 7: - Challenges/ What We Learned (Brenda and Chris)We had a few setbacks over the course of the project, but have learned a lot over the past couple of years.Firstly, as Chris mentioned, changes to the IT support offered by Tulane University to Amistad as an nonprofit affiliate institution were announced during the course of the project, meaning that we needed to make some changes to our digital infrastructure to handle a collection of this size. Our own Digital Archivist is now managing long term preservation for our digital collections, and we’ve been working closely to assure preservation of the films. I’d like to also give a shout out to the SAA’s Digital Archives Specialist certification track of classes, which helped me fill my own knowledge gaps. There was a bit of a learning curve over all on a project this size, particularly in regards to lab work. This is the largest film digitization project that we’ve taken on at Amistad. The project was in the works for so long that there was staff turnover at the lab between the initial planning stages and the implementation. My main advice is to make sure you stay in touch with the lab throughout the planning process to communicate where you are. We ended up scrambling a bit to make sure we were in their queue by the time the funding came through and we were ready to start. Also, the logistics of shipping a collection of this size was more involved than I had anticipated. The main thing I learned is to be specific with what you want and plan ahead for extra time.Finally, like everyone else, we’ve had to work around the pandemic. This mainly affected our screening event, which was originally supposed to take place in person in Natchez. We were forced to change that to an online event, which on one hand opened it up to a wider audience, but on the other hand may have made it less accessible to the older folks in Natchez who remember these events, and with whom we had hoped to connect by hosting the screening. 



Outcomes

● Web portal: 
https://louisianadigitallibrary.org/amista
d

● Documentary American Reckoning 
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/doc
umentary/american-reckoning/

● Streaming event: 
https://vimeo.com/662726224
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Slide 8: - Outcomes (Brenda)We’ve had some positive outcomes from the project. First and foremost, we created the web portal on LDL where viewers from any location can access the films for free. This has been a great success, with more than 1,200 views so far. Comparing that to the handful of people who ever visited the Center to view the undigitized films in person, we see that a considerable achievement. Another exciting outcome of the project was that we were contacted by filmmakers Brad Lichtenstein and Yoruba Richen who wanted to produce a documentary about Wharlest Jackson using the footage from the unfinished Black Natchez sequel film. This project allowed us to provide them access to the digitized films, and their documentary American Reckoning aired on PBS Frontline in February of this year. That was an ideal outcome for us, to see someone using the collection to highlight a little known incident and provide a thoughtful historical context to current events.Finally, what became our streaming event in December 2021 ended up being a wonderful success. We hosted Brad Lichtenstein and Yoruba Richen along with author and journalist Richard Grant and Darrell White, the past director of the Natchez Museum of African American History and Culture and of Cultural Heritage Tourism for the City of Natchez. He arranged for an on-site viewing of the event in Natchez to accommodate locals who may not be comfortable navigating the streaming platform. We shared clips from the films and hosted a lively virtual Q&A that included recollections of the events from the local audience.

https://louisianadigitallibrary.org/amistad
https://louisianadigitallibrary.org/amistad
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/documentary/american-reckoning/
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/documentary/american-reckoning/
https://vimeo.com/662726224


Clips 

● Duncan Park integration
● Deacon for Defense and 

Justice patrol at meeting
● Charles Evers updates on the 

state of Natchez
● March to the Courthouse
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Slide 9: - Clips (Brenda)Now we’d like to share some clips of the films. The first two are outtake footage from Black Natchez, the second two come from the sequel film footage. They give a snapshot of some of the tension felt by the community of Natchez during this time period.Intro to the clipsSlide 10: Duncan Park integration (5 min) - from Black NatchezSlide 11: Deacons patrol during NAACP meeting (5:49 min) - from Black NatchezSlide 12: Charles Evers updates on the state of Natchez (5 min) - from SequelSlide 13: Demonstration following the death of Wharlest Jackson - March to the Courthouse (5 min) - from Sequel
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Duncan Park Demonstration

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Th3NZe8c1ogNYO6DTS8bnnAQL2RG7Q2c/view
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Deacons Patrol

http://drive.google.com/file/d/13m_1-uR2ldphx0TXjoHTj8mvLHaJau5G/view
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Evers updates

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1EfQVVefss1fJeJ1Dtnyk-CXugPQ3PJVc/view
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March to the Courthouse

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1eERuLnan161bD35d1ehRiU00Fz7kH29l/view


Questions?

Contact us:

Brenda Flora: bflora@tulane.edu
Christopher Harter: charter@tulane.edu

Amistad Research Center
www.amistadresearchcenter.org
FB & IG: @AmistadResearchCenter
Twitter: @AmistadResearch

mailto:bflora@tulane.edu
mailto:charter@tulane.edu
http://www.amistadresearchcenter.org
http://www.amistadresearchcenter.org
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